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Section A(20x1=20) 
Choose the Correct Answer 

1. The _________method used the classical method of teaching Greek and Latin 
a. grammar translation     b. behaviorist   c. cognitive     d. constructive 
2. Grammar is taught __________ in the Direct method. 
a. inductively  b. objectively   c. subjectively    d. descriptively 
3. The last level of organization within a method is _______ 
a. procedure  b. process  c. conclusion     d. remedy 
4. In order for an approach to lead to a method we have to develop a ____ for 
instructional system 
a. design   b. pattern  c. picture      d. process 
5. While teaching poetry the teacher should concentrate on the _____ of the poem. 
a. content   b. language  c. prosody     d. vocabulary 
6. The lecture method of teaching English is a _______ invention 
a. modern   b. classical  c. medieval     d. recent 
7. In teaching a prose text to a class one should begin with an________ 
a. introduction  b. example  c. explanation    d. objective 
8. Multiple choice questions are valuable for testing ________ skills. 
a. graphic   b. receptive  c. intellectual    d. knowledge 
9. The audio-lingual method is based on ______ 
a. repetition b. inflection  c. replacement    d. all  the above 
10. The audio-lingual method is an ________approach method. 
a. oral  b. aural  c. language      d. oral and aural 
11. CALL stands for ________ 
a. Computer Assisted Language Learning b. Computer Aided Language Lab 
c.Computer Assisted Learning Language d.Computer Aided Language Lesson 
12. One of the following is not a multi-media learning material. 
a. module  b. audio   c. video  d. animation’ 
 13. A ______is a procedure for measuring ability, knowledge or performance. 
a. questionnaire   b. test  c. valuation  d. appraisal 
14. Forward looking tests designed to group learners at the start of a course is known 
as _________ tests. 
a. diagnostic b. proficiency c. aptitude  d. validity 
15. _______is a technique used to measure reading comprehension and general 
language ability.  
a. cloze  b. completion c. MCQ  d. reliability 
16. ________specification should deal with lessons or extent of syllabus to be 
covered. 
a. format  b. content  c. clarity  d. integrated 
17. Pidgin English is also known as __________ English 



a. Butler  b. Shoptalk  c. Jargon  d. Lingo 
18. English replace __________language. 
a. greek  b. Spanish  c. vernacular d. latin 
19. A typical language laboratory has booth with __________ 
a. computers b. tape recorders    c. laptops    d. any one of the above 
20. Communicative syllabuses rely on _________materials 
a. modern  b. traditional    c. authentic d. manipulative 

Section B 
Answer following in 300 words:     5x5=25 
21.a. Why is it important to conduct remedial programmes?  Or 
b. Write short note on library language. 
22.a. Explain co-operative learning.      Or 
b. Write a short note on Suggestopaedia. 
23.a. How should a curriculum be designed?     Or 
b. Why is it important to teach punctuation? 
24.a. Write a short note on multimedia earning materials.   Or 
b. Discuss the use of mobile phone in teaching of English. 
25.a. Explain the need for continuous assessment.    Or 
b. Write a note on diagnostic tests. 

Section C 
Answer any THREE of the following:    3x10=30 
26. Explain the purpose of a language laboratory. 
27. Comment on the methods used for teaching English. 
28. How should poetry be taught in a language class room? 
29. Discuss the role played by the multimedia in language teaching. 
30. Write an essay on the types of tests. 
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